You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for AEG-ELECTROLUX
EKAM300. You'll find the answers to all your questions on the AEG-ELECTROLUX EKAM300 in the user manual (information,
specifications, safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
ingenious and stylish , it has been designed with you in mind. So whenever you use it, you can be safe in the knowledge that you’ll get great results every time.
welcome to Electrolux. Visit our website to: Get usage advice, brochures, trouble shooter, service information: www. electrolux. Com Register your product
for better service: www. Com/shop CUSTOMER CARE AND SERVICE When contacting Service, ensure that you have the following data available. The
information can be found on the rating plate. model , PNC , Serial Number. Warning / Caution-Safety information General information and tips Enviromental
information Subject to change without notice.
@@@@Button for coffee strength M.  • • • • • • • • en Read the following instruction carefully before using the appliance for the first time.  This appliance
can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge
if they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved. Children shall not play
with the appliance.  Children shall not play with the appliance.
 Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children unless they are older than 8 and supervised. @@@@@@ • The appliance must only be
connected to an earthed socket. If • • • • • • • • • necessary an extension cable suitable for 10 A can be used. If the appliance or the supply cord is damaged, it
must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified person, in order to avoid hazard. Always place the appliance on a flat, level
surface.
Never leave the appliance unattended while connected to the supply mains. The appliance must be switched off and the mains plug withdrawn each time after
use, before cleaning and maintenance. The appliance and accessories become hot during operation. use only designated handles and knobs. Allow to cool
down before cleaning or storage. The mains cable must not come into contact with any hot parts of the appliance. Do not immerse the appliance in water or
any other liquid. @@@@ • Appliance is for indoor use only. This appliance is intended for domestic use only. @@@@Fill the fresh water tank up to the
top cup marking with cold water.
close the lid. Press the ON/OFF button to switch on the appliance. Allow the water to flow through into the coffee jug. When brewing is finished, empty the
coffee jug. 2. Fill the water tank with clear, cold tap water. @@Close the lid of the fresh water tank. Swing the swivel filter back again. Place the jug with lid
on the warming plate. 5.
Place coffee beans in the bean container. @@Fill the container to the top and fasten the lid firmly. The bean container holds approximately 250g of coffee
beans. 6. Turn the Finess settings to the desired position.
Change the size of coffee ground to suit the strength of roast. @@The display will flash the initial time showing: 12:00. The appliance has a timer, to set time
and preprogramming the start time to 24 hours in advance: (Auto function). set . Set hours with the Hours button .
minutes with the Min button 9. The appliance will start a 40 minutes keep warm function automatically when brewing. during keep warm function press ON/
OFF button to cancel it. The keep will automatically warm function stop after 40 minutes and the appliance turns to stand by condition. It is possible to make
coffee using ready ground coffee either immediately, or by pre -programming the start time, (Auto function). For preparation using ready ground coffee, the
settings for coffee strength, number of cups and aroma setting will have no effect. Place the coffee jug on the warming plate. Making coffee by preprogramming the start time, (Auto function). long press the Program button. Set the desired start time using the Hour and Minute button.
5. Short press Program button after finishing the program setup, to activate the Auto function. When activated, “Auto” will show up on the display. Press
Program button again to cancel the Auto function. If once pre-programmed, the start time will not be changed. 6. When reached the pre-set time, the machine
will start brewing coffee. Prepare coffee with beans either immediately or by pre-programming the start time, (Auto function). For preparing coffee with
beans, set number of cups, coffee strength and where required the aroma setting. Place the coffee beans in the bean container.
Place the jug on the warming plate. @@ default setting is open. Once closed, the icon Grinder closed will show up on the display. Brewing will start at once
and the keep warm function . 12.
@@ long press the Program . Set the desired start button and Minute time using the Hour button. Set the desired number of cups to . @@ 14. Set the coffee
strength by pressing the Strength coffee button.
@@@@Switch off the Auto function by pressing the Program button. @@@@@@When activated, other buttons will not response if pressed. @@Press the
Program button to activate the Auto function. 17. @@@@@@@@ removing the jug. When the jug is removed, the anti-drip valve prevents dripping. The
filter insert can be removed for emptying and cleaning. swing out the swivel filter. Place a finger in the rear handle recess and pull the bracket up. This
unlocks the filter insert and it can be removed for cleaning.
Activate the anti-drip valve several times during cleaning. 2. After cleaning the filter insert, fit the swivel filter. reposition the bracket. The filter insert is now
relocked. Please check that it is positioned and locked correctly! 3. Only clean the appliance using a damp cloth. never immerse it in water. Only the coffee
jug and the jug lid are dishwasher safe . Clean the grinder channel regularly to remove oily coffee residues.
Remove the plug from the mains during grinding mode. Use a pointed object to unlock the cover of the grinding channel. 5. Insert a paper filter in the swivel
filter. Brush the coffee residue into the paper filter using a suitable item.
The coffee residue can also be removed using a vacuum cleaner. Then wipe the grinding channel with a dry cloth. Push the cover of the grinding channel back
on until it engages. When doing so, press the catch down with a finger. check that the cover is correctly positioned.
The coffee machine is now fully ready for use again. Always keep the container for the coffee beans closed. @@@@Place the coffee jug with the lid on the
warming plate. @@Once the descaling solution has percolated through, switch the appliance off. If necessary, repeat the descaling procedure. Repeat the
procedure at least twice using clear water. Use only an environmentally friendly descaling agent and always follow the manufacturer’s instructions. 3. Rinse
the coffee jug, jug lid and filter insert thoroughly under running water. Activate the anti-drip valve several times as it is rinsed.
Solution Put the mains plug in the wall socket.
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Make sure that the voltage indicated on the appliance corresponds to the local mains voltage. Fill the water reservoir with water. When I use the grinder, the
coffee is too weak. @@@@@@@@ use coffee beans of a stronger blend or flavour. @@When I use pre-ground coffee, the coffee is too weak. @@@@Use
ground coffee of a stronger blend or flavour. To increase the coffee strength, increase the amount of pre-ground coffee or decrease the amount of water. I
have set the coffee strength to ‘strong’ with the STRENGTH button, but the coffee is too weak. When the grinder is switched off, you cannot change the coffee
strength with the STRENGTH button.
In this case you can only increase the coffee strength by increasing the amount of pre-ground coffee or decreasing the amount of water, or by using coffee of a
stronger blend or flavour. If you remove the jug for more than 20 seconds during the brewing process, the drip stop causes the filter holder to overflow. Also
note that the coffee does not reach its full taste before the end of the brewing process. @@ the dripping is caused by condensation of steam. It is completely
normal that the appliance drips for some time.
If the dripping does not stop, the drip stop may be clogged. @@@@The coffee is not hot enough. Place the jug properly on the hotplate. Make sure that the
hotplate and the bottom of the jug are clean. @@Do not use milk that comes directly out of the fridge.
@@The appliance continues to drip long after the brewing process has ended. En Disposal Packaging materials The packaging materials are environ
mentally friendly and can be recycled. The plastic components are identified by markings, e. Please dispose the packaging materials in the appropriate
container at the community waste disposal facilities. Old appliance on the product or on The symbol its packaging indicates that this product may not be
treated as household waste. Instead i.
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